The world is using hybrid integration platforms to speed integration for faster innovation. Furthermore, people are turning to AMPLIFY™ to get it done. Explore this and more in this month’s Axway INSIGHTS.

Regards,

Vince Padua
Chief Technology Information Officer

Axway acquires Streamdata.io and adds event-driven API Management that supports real-time response. This helps customers further accelerate their digital transformation.

Read the blog

Apart from a refresh of the platform itself, AMPLIFY leverages new capabilities. This includes integrating your favorite (cloud) applications, as well as producing and consuming new APIs through the new unified catalog.

Read more

The reaction is in. From Orlando to Chantilly and on to 2020, IMAGINE SUMMIT exceeded all our expectation. Whether you attended or not, check out the highlights here.

Watch the video
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How the Belgium government innovates thanks to APIs
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